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PROGRAMME OF IMPLEMENTATION

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

Draft decision submitted by Bangladesh

Report of the Administrator for 1980

The Governing Council,

1. Takes note with appreciation of the annual report of the Administrator for 1980 (DP/510) and of the basic and supplementary programme data for 1980 contained in documents DP/511, DP/512 and DP/525;

2. Commends the Administrator for his efforts to improve programme performance, for the growing service functions on behalf of development performed by the Programme at the field level and for the substantial continued growth in programme delivery achieved during the year;

3. Takes note also of the reports of the Joint Inspection Unit (JIU) referred to in the annual report of the Administrator, as well as the relevant comments of the Secretary-General on the JIU reports submitted to the Council at its twenty-seventh session, "Report on the Commonwealth Caribbean Project for the Education and Training of Allied Health Personnel" (JIU/REP/79/17) and "Report on the Asia-Pacific Institute for Broadcasting Development" (JIU/REP/80/2), as contained in documents DP/500/Add.1 and DP/501/Add.1 respectively; and

4. Requests the Administrator to take into account, as appropriate, those recommendations of the Inspectors designed to enhance the quality of UNDP-supported programmes and projects and to increase the over-all effectiveness and efficiency of the Programme.